The aim of this study is to simulate the interaction of the solar wind with the Hermean magnetosphere when the interplanetary magnetic field is weak, The simulations with large dynamic pressure lead to a large compression of the Hermean magnetic field modifying its topology in the inner magnetosphere as well as the plasma flows from the magnetosheath towards the planet surface.
Introduction
The analysis of MESSENGER magnetometer data revealed that the Hermean magnetic field can be described as a multipolar expansion [1] with a dipolar moment of 195nT * R 3 characterized by plasma velocity larger than 500 km/s and a strong IMF mainly oriented in the Southward direction (strong reconnection case). To isolate the effect of a hydrodynamic SW parameters we perform the simulations fixing the other parameters to the same values than the reference case.
We use the MHD version of the single fluid code PLUTO in the ideal and inviscid limit for spherical 3D coordinates [10] . The Northward displacement of The conservative form of the equations are integrated using a Harten, Lax, Van Leer approximate Riemann solver (hll) associated with a diffusive limiter (minmod). The divergence of the magnetic field is ensured by a mixed hyperbolic/parabolic divergence cleaning technique (DIV CLEANING) [17] .
The grid points are 196 radial points, 48 in the polar angle θ and 96 in the azimuthal angle φ (the grid poles correspond to the magnetic poles).
The planetary magnetic field is an axisymmetric model with the magnetic potential Ψ expanded in dipolar, quadrupolar, octupolar and 16-polar terms [13] :
The current free magnetic field is B M = −∇Ψ. r is the distance to the planet center and θ the polar angle. The Legendre polynomials of the magnetic potential are:
the numerical coefficients g l0 taken from Anderson et al. 2012 are summarized in the Table 1. coeff g 01 (nT) g 02 /g 01 g 03 /g 01 g 04 /g 01 −182 0.4096 0.1265 0.0301 Table 1 : Multipolar coefficients g l0 for Mercury's internal field.
The simulation frame is such that the z-axis is given by the planetary magnetic axis pointing to the magnetic North pole and the Sun is located in the XZ plane with x sun > 0. The y-axis completes the right-handed system.
Boundary conditions and initial conditions
The outer boundary is divided in two regions, the upstream part (left in the figure) where the solar wind parameters are fixed and the downstream part (right in the figure) where we consider the null derivative condition ∂ ∂r = 0 for all fields. In the inner boundary the value of the intrinsic magnetic field of Mercury and the density are fixed. In the soft coupling region the velocity is smoothly reduced to zero in the inner boundary, the magnetic field and the velocity are parallel, and the profiles of the density is adjusted to keep the Alfven velocity
√ µ 0 ρ = 25 km/s with ρ = nm p the mass density, n the particle number, m p the proton mass and µ 0 the vacuum magnetic permeability.
In the initial conditions we define a cone in the night side of the planet with zero velocity and low density centered in the planet. The IMF is cut off at 2R M .
Reference case
In this section we perform the analysis of the reference simulation showing the global magnetosphere strucutres and the flows toward the planet surface.
The solar wind parameters in the reference simulation are summarized in the Table 2 . We assume a fully ionized proton electron plasma, the sound speed is defined as c s = γ * p/ρ (with p the total electron and proton pressure), and the sonic Mach number as M s = v/c s with v the velocity.
2011/10/10 (4, 1, 6) 60 58000 2.27 250 6.25 Table 2 
Parametric studies
In the following we study the effect of different configuration of the SW hydrodynamic parameters in the magnetospheric global structures and plasma flows towards the planet surface compared with the reference case.
Magnetosphere structure
The figure 3 shows the BS and magnetopause stand off distance at planes and temperature (C). All the other simulation parameters are the same than in the reference case (only one parameter is modified at the time). The main magnetospheric structures are located closer to the planet as the density or the velocity increase because the dynamic pressure (q = ρv 2 /2) of the SW increases, as can be expected from the balance between the SW dynamic pressure and the magnetic pressure of the Hermean magnetic field:
where R M P is the location of the magnetopause and B is the dipolar Hermean magnetic field module. There is no dependency of the magnetopause location with the temperature but a hotter SW leads to a reduction of the sonic Mach number due to the increase of the sound speed c 
Plasma precipitation on the planet surface
The figure 5 shows the density distribution in a polar cut for the simulations ulation with high SW density shows a mass deposition a 15% larger than the simulation with high velocity.
Conclusions
To perform a parametric study with a weak interplanetary magnetic field The resolution of the model is not large enough to resolve the plasma depletion layer as a different structure than the magnetosheath, although the simulation conclusion are similar to observational studies showing compatible features for the particles fluxes and magnetosheath depletion [13, 18] . The numerical resistivity of the code is several orders larger than the real plasma so no magnetic field pile-up is observed on the day side [12] , the reconnection is almost instantaneous, but the simulation can reproduce the important effect of the reconnection in the origin of the plasma stream. The simulation conclusions agrees with the last observations of proton precipitations from the magnetosheath towards the planet surface along the cusp, pointing out that there is not a direct precipitation of the SW at the North pole [19] . The present simulations share similar magnetosphere global structures than other simulations performed with different numerical schemes [15, 16] . Present research complements a recent communication of the authors devoted to study the effect of the interplanetary magnetic field orientation on the fluxes toward the Hermean surface [20] . 
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